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"My Mentor has
been my rock!"

Georgina Marsh
Training to Teach English at Chichester High School

Meet Georgina
Georgina always considered

teaching to be an option –

but she started seriously

considering it when she was

in her second year of

university.

Here, Georgina talks about

finding the right course,

some top tips for anyone

looking to apply and her

journey so far with TKAT.

Who inspired you when you were at school?  

I was always inspired by the teachers that were deeply concerned with wellbeing.

The fact that they valued how pupils were feeling helped form relationships. I also

really respected my GCSE English teacher – she was so motivating, made the

lessons tailored to our group thinking about what each student needed to

progress, and had a clear passion for the subject. 



How did you find the process of

finding the right course for you? 

I used the Get Into Teaching search

tool to find roles in my local area, then

researched each school and its values

to see if it was somewhere I would like

to be. I would highly recommend

getting an advisor from there too as

they can give you all kinds of support

from personal statement advice to

interview techniques.

Interviews are always a little daunting, do you have any tips that helped you?

Research the types of questions that you will be asked and try to plan rough

answers so you feel prepared for any questions that may come your way! 

If your interview is online try to get yourself familiar with the video call software

that will be used to ensure things run smoothly. Research the provider and be

familiar with their ethos so you can relate answers back to this.

How are you finding the course with TKAT?  Have you experienced any big

challenges?

The course has been amazing! Initially, I felt daunted because everything was so

new, but things soon became familiar! I have mostly enjoyed forming relationships

with pupils and seeing them make progress during my lessons. The biggest

challenge has been learning how to manage pupil behaviour, but with the General

Professional Study days every Monday and whole cohort conferences, I have been

well equipped with lots of different techniques to help overcome this.

Every trainee is appointed a mentor to guide and support them throughout the

course, how important has your mentor been to you?   

My mentor has been my rock! I initially observed her for a few weeks and then

took over some of her lessons.  She has boosted my confidence when I thought

something didn’t quite go to plan and has set me targets each week to help me

progress. The weekly meetings we have enable me to voice my successes and my

concerns and plan for the week ahead.


